At a time like this, numbers are the last thing we want to think about. Many people in our church families are struggling with their health, worried about their income, and lacking social interactions with others, and many of our congregations are not able to gather. While all this is going on, tracking church attendance should not be a main priority. But there will come a time when we look back and ask, how do we count worship attendance for these weeks? With many congregations turning to virtual gatherings over the internet, we are forced to ask, what qualifies as attending a worship service?

It is helpful to track online views, but these are not the same as worship attendance, and, as such, they must not be included when calculating your average weekly worship attendance.

For many congregations, this means there will be no recorded worship attendance during the COVID-19 outbreak for multiple weeks. For others, it will mean dramatically reduced numbers. Some may want to use their metrics for online engagements (such as clicks or view counts) or other creative methods of counting to keep their numbers up. But for the sake of consistency in these numbers throughout the Synod and over time, we must not include anything in weekly worship attendance numbers other than people who were physically present.

During this outbreak, we would offer the following guidance for counting and tracking statistics:

- If you provide any sort of online content, it will be helpful to track how people engage with it, but do not add these numbers to or use them in place of weekly worship attendance.

  > Online engagements may be clicks (from an email or a link), “likes” to a post, views of a video, comments, or other similar interactions.

  > Tracking online engagements is a helpful way to determine how effectively your online efforts reach various people. Most platforms make this easy to do or even do it for you.

  > These numbers are not the same as “worship attendance.” Worship attendance is explicitly defined as the number of individuals who are physically present for weekend worship services.

  > Keep in mind that online engagements are not a measure of individuals reached:

      - It is never clear how many individuals are represented in a single view or click. (There are likely whole households watching from a single device, as well as individuals who view the content multiple times.)

      - It is rarely clear how long an individual remains engaged with a post. (Some may watch or read the whole thing, while others may close it right away.)

      - Different sites (YouTube, Facebook, Vimeo, etc.) have different counting strategies, so numbers from different sources are not easily comparable.
• For as long as your congregation is/was able to meet in person for worship, count physical attendance as usual, but do not add your online engagements to this number.

Calculating Average Worship Attendance

To calculate Average Worship Attendance this year, add the total in-person attendance for every weekend worship service throughout the year. Then divide that total number by the number of weekends you held in-person services.

For example, if your weekly total for worship was:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>May 23-24</th>
<th>May 30-31</th>
<th>June 6-7</th>
<th>June 18-19</th>
<th>June 27-28</th>
<th>July 4-5</th>
<th>July 11-12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In-Person</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>canceled</td>
<td>canceled</td>
<td>canceled</td>
<td>canceled</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Add each total counts of people who worshiped in-person:
   a. 54 + 49 + 25 = 128
2. And you would count the number of weekends in-person services were held:
   a. 3      (May 24, May 31, July 12)
   b. Do not include counts of online engagements.
3. Divide the total (128) by the number of services (3) for the number to report:
   a. 128 / 3 = 42.667  (which rounds to 43)
4. Average Worship Attendance is 43.

(As this is an example, it only includes a few weeks. For statistical reporting you would include in-person services for the entire year.)

Reporting Online Engagements

As the pandemic continues, the Synod is working to understand how this crisis has impacted ministry. Surveys of our congregations, schools and church workers have already begun to paint the picture, and follow-up studies are being prepared, including a second-wave congregation survey that will launch in the next few weeks. This survey will include opportunities for your congregation to share what it did during this time, including your numbers of online engagements on various platforms. It will also explore the degree to which this outbreak had an impact on your resources and ministries, such as giving, worship attendance and community support both during the crisis and afterwards.

If you have any questions about the information above, contact the office of Rosters, Statistics and Research Services at rosters.stats@lcms.org or by calling 888-THE LCMS (843-5267).